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When the ship moved to Glyn Garth in 1941 cadets were drawn by the
sight of the mountains of Snowdonia dominating the southern horizon;“We
begged the captain to allow us to walk in the hills at weekends.” The idea
was regarded with suspicion at first but Captain Goddard eventually
allowed day expeditions on selected Sundays. The first walk scaled an
“unimposing (and un- identified) hill of 1700 feet. The first tramp in the
hills was quite memorable … we were determined to repeat it.”
Subsequent trips attacked Y Drosgl, Foel Grach, Foel Fras, Yr Ellen, and
Carnedd Llewylyn, They were not the first OCs to climb in Snowdonia as
Captain H Broadbent
RNR (1880-81) had
climbed Mt Snowdon
on Thursday 7th
September 1911 (see
left) while on a
sailing expedition
with a number of
members of staff in
his yacht Inyala.

On 11th and 12th July 1941 cadets Slater and Brooks climbed to the summit
of Snowdon in their normal reefers and without any waterproof clothing.
Brooks’s report of the climb from The Cadet is reproduced below.

It turned out that Brooks had appendicitis. Two days later his appendix was
removed.
In 1942 cadets formed the Conway Mountain Climbing Club and parties of
six to eight cadets began regular, unsupervised, weekend expeditions into
the mountains staying at the youth hostel at Idwal Cottage by Llyn Ogwen.
Fraser MacKenzie (41-42) led its first expedition on 30th May taking a bus
to Llanberis and then walking across to Idwal via Nant Peris, Y Garn, and
Bristley Ridge. The next day they climbed Tryfan.

Idwal Cottage Today, A Youth Hostel

A similar routine would be followed
year round by generations of cadets
for the next 27 years; “These
expeditions were excellent … and
left one greatly refreshed.” Days at
Idwal were often rounded off with a
swim in the freezing cold lake. In
August 1944 R. Martin (42-44) was
part of a party which climbed
Glyder Fawr “in freezing snow and
a howling gale; our hands and hair

were frozen by the wind”. By 1949 things had begun to slip somewhat as
on 2nd December the Headmaster, T E W Browne (TEWB) met Mr Mercer
from Idwal Cottage and was told that cadets “were not popular at Idwal as
they took up hostel room but rarely did any climbing choosing rather to
drift back to Bethesda and sit in the milk bar.” He decided to tighten up
arrangements for the future.
In December1945 the Reverend J. H. Williams, Rector of Llanberis formed
the 1st Snowdon Scout Group, open to boys from local schools. TEWB saw
this as a solution to the issues around Idwal Cottage, especially as a scout
group would be more
controlled than the cadets’ self
organised Conway Mountain
Climbing Club. He consulted
Captain Goddard, Padre Turner
and Rev., Williams and they
agreed that Conway cadets
would join the group to learn
rock climbing, to train
expedition leaders and
encourage cadets to qualify for
the Snowdon Badge, the
Climber Badge and ultimately
become Ranger Scouts. Four
patrols were created for
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(Mizzentop), Kinder Scout
(Maintop), Peak (Foretop),
Precelly (Foc’s’le) and Shap
(Hold) and they competed each
year for the Snowdon Trophy.
Williams provided
accommodation in his Rectory
at Llanberis. At first take up
was slow - “A group of about
eight cadets would go to Port
Dinorwic (PD) on Friday
evening and take the bus to
Llanberis. We would stay in the
vicarage Friday and Saturday
nights. During the day we

would climb a mountain in the area if the weather permitted, if not we
would go on a low altitude hike.

Llanberis Rectory Today

Any spare time we had we would work on the standard scout activities.
Mountain first aid seemed to be the thing we concentrated on most (many
OCs will remember the Rev’s first aid lessons). Although we did not wear
scout uniform we did work for the scout badges. We found it a nice way to
get away for the weekend with very little discipline. It seemed to be very
popular with the smokers. One winter with a group of cadets we climbed
up the side of the Devils Chimney in the mountains got lost in a snowstorm
and came down on the wrong side of the mountain and had to walk 14
miles back to Capel Curig.”
In 1945 J. Haigh (41-43) presented a shield called The Haigh Trophy to be
awarded for the best mountain expedition of the year competed for by
teams from each Division (‘Ship’ as they were at the time). The first award
was to Nestor under the leadership of D. Howard (43-45) for a circular
walk from Idwal to Bethesda via Tryfan, Llyn Ogwen, Carnedd Dafydd,
Carnedd Llewelyn, Fole Fras and Yr Drosgyl. Later it changed to a day-

long map-reading exercise decoding directional clues and climbing several
mountains with a few tests of initiative - ‘incidents’ - thrown in along the
way. All against the clock. “The day would start very, very early. Teams
were taken by coach and dropped off at various start points on the circular
route in the mountains where they were handed the first clue to set them
on their way. It would be well after 7 pm before we got back to Camp.”
“One test was to sound the middle a lake using a Kelvin deep-sea sounding
apparatus – a glass tube in a metal container attached to the lead. The
problem was two-fold: to rig a means of getting the lead out to the middle
of the lake, and to get the discolouration of the glass tube necessary to
gauge the depth of water against the boxwood scale. The first was done by
stretching a line across the lake with a pulley-block made fast to its midpart carrying the sounding-line, and the second by the simple expedient of
arming the open end of the tube with a pinch of salt.” As this was a salt
water device measuring a fresh water lake, success depended on adding the
salt yet no salt was provided. However on arrival each party was provided
with bags of crisps; the old fashioned sort with small bags of salt in them.
Many cadets happily sprinkled the salt on their crisps before realising the
error of their ways.
Another involved “diving into ice cold water to place a panel over a hole
and then pump out the water. It was supposed to be a submarine that had
sunk and the idea was to see if we could work out how to raise the sub. We
also had to build a bridge across a small river / stream or build a raft from
45 gal oil drums and float your team across.” At each of the challenges
there would be a very cold officer or teacher waiting to make sure all teams
played the game, to allocate points and hand out the clue to the next
challenge.
In 1955, when
the circuit was
around
Snowdon, two
teams were
taken to the
summit in a
special open
train as shown
right.

Considerable distances were covered. “I feel tired out thinking of those
mountain days - but great fun even at the time.” In July1945 a weekend
party led by S. Seccombe (44-45) walked 62 miles from Pwhelli to
Conway. On Friday evening they covered six miles and camped near
Llanystundwy. On Saturday they covered just over 30 miles via
Beddgellert and
Capel Curig to
spend the night in
a barn near ‘The
Ugly House,” at
Swallow Falls. On
the Sunday they
walked 29 miles to
Conway (town) via
Bettws-Y-Coed
and Llanrwst. They
had planned to
walk the final
miles to Bangor
but time was
against them so
they were forced to
catch a bus; “We
arrived back on
board at 7.30pm
very tired but in
excellent spirits”.
Their route is
shown right.
Above: 1945 The Seccombe Party's Route
On 23rd March 1946 a party of six Snowdon Group cadets, led by Williams
climbed the steep cliffs of Clogwyn Mawr on the lower slopes of
Snowdon. The Climbing Club of Great Britain promptly renamed it The
Conway Crag in their Club Guide but it has since reverted to its original
name. Climbing Conway Crag became a regular feature of Snowdon
Group activity. Note, Snowdonia has at least four peaks called Clogwyn
Mawr, one a free standing mountain above Capel Curig, one above
Dolwyddelan and, confusingly, two small summits both on the Llanberis
Valley side of Snowdon. “Our” Clogwyn Mawr is the one overlooking
Llanberis lake, nearest to the town.

By the end of 1949 well over a thousand cadet visits to Llanberis had been
completed and the group had over 40 cadets. A birthday party was held
every February and a grand camp-fire meeting every summer.
In 1952 Malcolm Watts recalls “I cannot recall having a “leader” at
Idwall, it was just a jolly away from the ship for the week-end. I think there
was always a CC with us. I do remember one weekend our group, 5 of us I
think, climbed up to the top behind Idwal when the clouds came down and
we could not see but a few yards around us. Eventually we found an easy
route down, still in heavy clouds, and made our way down to find we had
come down on the Llanberis side. Somehow transport was arranged back
to Idwal to collect our gear and return to the ship. Although we did not get
into trouble over it, it was the last time I was allowed to go. The fine

Above: 1953 Cadets on Crib Goch

At the end of 1953 membership reached a record high of over 60 so group
leader J. Edge (52-53) started monthly patrol meetings in the Seamanship
Room at the Dock. This gave much more time for badge work.

In May 1954 the Padre decided they needed a flagpole at Llanberis rectory
for scouting ceremonies so cadets selected, felled and prepared a tree from

Above: 1954 The Flagpole En-route To Llanberis

Marquis’s estate. Two parties of cadets were transported by boat to PD
where they collected the flagpole which had been towed down earlier. Two
parties of cadets were transported by boat to PD where they collected the
flagpole which had been towed down earlier. They then shared carrying
duties for the 12 mile walk from PD to Llanberis rectory carrying the
flagpole on their shoulders. F. Brown (53-55) remembers the weather was
fine although the cadets wore oilskins for the whole journey. The press
covered the event and turned it into an obstacle course by insisting on
repeat performances so that scenic photos could be captured in the best
light.
“During our last afternoon at Llanberis I was advised that the Conway
ensign was up the mast without a down haul. This posed a huge problem
and without a fly rod and line almost insurmountable. However a bent pin
on a string tied to a stone eventually solved the problem!”
On 7th July 1954 the Chief Commisioner For Scouting In Wales, The Rt
Hon The Lord Kenyon of Credington DC JP was the guest of honour at the
annual Prize Day. In his speech he spoke highly of Conway and her
involvement with scouting, wishing there were “more institutions of the

caliber of the Conway in North Wales to lend colour and inspiration to
scouting”.
In the Summer of 1955 Williams moved to became Vicar of Caernarfon so
the Snowdon Group had to vacate Llanberis Rectory for a new bunkhouse
in the Royal Victoria Hotel’s annex. The new accommodation was much
more spacious although very spartan with just a single cold water tap. The
annex was a long
three story building
and boys used the
first floor above the
coach house/ stables/
garages which had a
passageway running
down the back wall.
The first room was
the galley followed
by the bedrooms.
Somewhere there
must have been the
heads.

Above: The Group’s annex to the side of th4 Royal Victoria Hotel
Below: Mike Pickthorne’s (53-55) Snowdon Group Pennant

P. Shepherd (56-57) recalls “Llanberis was not the most comfortable
place to spend a week end and I don't remember the weather being
anything but grey and damp, and along with our "rations" and the
accommodation, it was hardly the Cannes Majestic. There was a lot of
good fun in it, and you might say we enjoyed a relaxation of the Ship's very
rigorous daily discipline to enjoy burnt sausages and Saltash Rig for a
couple of days.”

In 1956 R. Jackson (54-56) became Conway’s first Queen Scout.
Some groups returning from the mountains would save themselves miles of
walking by talking a short cut through the old tubular Britannia Bridge.
This was not without its risks as the line was still fairly busy. “A group of
us had been climbing Snowdon for the weekend and on our return to the
Rectory in Llanberis learned we were snowed in with little prospect of
return to Port Dinorwic in time to catch the launch back to the Conway on
Sunday evening. We agreed to walk back via Caernarfon and Menai
Bridge, a distance of 21 miles. We set off on Sunday evening and all went
well until about 2 am when tiredness and the bitter weather were
beginning to tell on some of the group. By this time, faced with the
conditions, tiredness and the distance ahead, we decided that a short cut
through the tubular railway bridge might ease all these difficulties.” The
bridge consisted of four large metal rectangular box-section spans, like
tunnels suspended on piers. The two main spans were each 460 feet long
with two shorter spans linking to the shore. They were completely unlit and
just wide and tall enough to accommodate trains. “Having cut across the
Vaynol estate to the bridge we split into three groups, the lead off group as
they approached the halfway point in the tunnel would flash their torches
to indicate that all was well. The sight of the torch flashes set off the
second group who would follow the same procedure. I was with the third
group who once again set off on seeing the flashes from the second group.
For the first few yards, at both ends of the tunnels, the two tunnels interconnected, thereafter they singled up into their own tubes. It was pitch
black inside with no light whatsoever and all there was to guide us through
were timber planks running alongside the rail track. It was an eerie and
claustrophobic atmosphere, the rhythmic sounds of feet upon timber planks
and the sensation of someone in front or behind, as we moved at the
double. After what seemed an age there was a sudden change in our
rhythm and a pressure on the ears; there was a train in the tunnel behind
us! A cold feeling of fear gripped us. I stumbled and fell across the railway
track striking my head upon something hard. Momentarily I lost all
consciousness and with it all sense of foreboding. In those few seconds I
lay there, then I saw this bright light bearing down on me and a loud
rumbling sound. I threw myself sideways and lay perfectly still, the wheels
of the 3 am Holyhead express, passing within inches of my head. Seconds
passed, I raised my head and saw the red lights of the last carriage in the
steam and smoke that outlined a silhouette of the tunnel exit within yards
of where I lay. I went to raise myself, placing my hand on a warm and

moist object. Cadet X had been in front of me and for one horrendous
moment I thought it was him without his head! I moved to lift him and
found to my relief that it was a kit bag with warm engine oil at the neck of
the bag. I remember running from the tunnel and jumping over a wire
fence and rolling down the embankment where I rejoined the others. We
arrived back at Plas Newydd exhausted just after 4 am on Monday
morning.”
After the 1957 Haigh Trophy competition while the competitors were
assembling at the annex for late afternoon tea and cakes Llanberis police
arrived and asked the group to help rescue two injured climbers on
Conway Crag. Group members Burgess, Dunn, Friend, McDermott,
Quinn-Young, Shepherd and Taylor were selected; “We were all in the
peak of fitness … within seconds we had our hiking gear on and were
heading up Snowdon” They were despatched by special train to Halfway
Station and then “my recollection of the occasion was the was really rough
terrain in the area over which we had to run” to reach the injured climbers
carrying stretchers and medical equipment. “When we arrived at the
accident site, some rescuers were already on scene and administering
rudimentary first aid, especially to the unconscious man, who we helped
lay on the stretcher.” “One of the injured climbers had what was thought
to be a fractured skull as he was bleeding from his ear/s.” “I remember
being told by one of the other rescuers that when he’d arrived on the
scene, he was concerned about the more seriously injured unconscious
climber who had difficulty breathing. He thought he was about to swallow
his tongue and so he’d pinned his tongue to his lower lip with a large
safety pin – a normal procedure in such accidents, he said … With the
wind picking up and a squall blowing across the mountain, a cover –
blanket or tarp – was placed across the stretcher to give the injured man
protection from the elements as we carried him” After one and a half hours
of climbing, lowering and carrying across rocky terrain, the injured men
were placed safely onto the waiting train just as torrential rain started.
Everyone was transported to Llanberis and “I believe the injured were
taken to Bangor Hospital” but it is understood that the seriously injured
man sadly did not survive his (head) injuries. This incident though proved
the value of the Snowdon Group, as it was observed of our rescuers “They

were trained , they knew
what they were doing,
and they didn't hesitate to
join in and get the job
done, to help someone in
distress without realising
the mark of their
contribution”. Within
days of the incident most
of the rescuers had left
Conway for the sea so
they never received any
real acknowledgment of
their actions – until now!
By the late 50’s / early
60’s Conway’s
membership of the group
regularly exceeded 70 and
over 500 cadets had been
members since 1946.

Above: 1960, Snowdon Group On Conway Crag
Below: 1961 - Dutton, Burge & Lloyd-Jones Climbing On Conway
Crag

In 1960 the Snowdon
Group moved from the
hotel to the spacious old
grammar school at the
Northern end of
Brynrefail village at the
lower end of Llanberis
lake. However that
building was later sold
(and demolished in 2000)
so in September 1962
they moved temporarily to
Caernarfon rectory.
Unfortunately the rectory
was very small and could only accommodate a few cadets so opportunities
for mountaineering weekends were severely curtailed. It was also a three
hour walk from the mountains, limiting how much could be achieved in a
weekend. Membership of the group began to dwindle. In September 1963
they moved to Hafod Bach (Little Summer House), an old two storey

farmhouse with adjacent barn on Ceunant Street close to the mountain
railway’s Waterfall Station. It remained in use until at least Summer 65

Above: 1963 outside the front door of Hafod Bach Neil
second left

Left: 1963 – Outside Hafod Bach with the Group
Badge
Below: The House (right) and barn (left)

Above & Below: Snowdon Group relaxing at Hafod Bach

The location of Hafod Bach and two other overnight spots is below.

Hafod Bach fell into complete disrepair but was being completely rebuilt
in 2020 as a private holiday home.

“I participated in 1960 (Haigh Trophy) for Hold Division. It was a
scorching hot day and we had no water with us so the few mountain
streams had to suffice for quenching our thirst when we found them and
then luckily we found a milk bottle, which we took, filled as opportunity
arose, along some stages with us. I am sad to say that despite our sterling
efforts Hold ended up with the lowest score of 50.6 points. The first task,
set by Geoff Drake, was to remove a heavy boulder from the body of
‘Charlie’ without further damage to his anatomy. I expect we killed the
poor dummy. At another base our attempts were not too impressive; ‘Hold
arrived but planning beforehand was not a noticeable feature. Turner
climbed up one tree quite well but had no clear idea of what he was to do
when there.’ As Turner and I were used to climbing the tree between Port
and Starboard Hold for a smoke, we could have put it to good use that day
if no officers had been around!”
In the very cold winter of 63-64 the Easter term weather was so cold away
rugby matches were cancelled so “we all went to climb Snowdon - up the
back way and down the railway side. We climbed Snowdon in sea boots
and duffle coats. Brooke Smith and Kingsford said at the summit that if any
cadets beat them down they would buy a beer for them. I think 6 or 10
cadets beat them down.” In the same cold winter Adrian Mitchell (62-65)
was in a party that “went up the crag in T shirt and shorts whilst it was
snowing and then walked down and across the frozen lake on the south
side. Great fun. Just didn't feel the cold in those days”.
The established routine of weekend expeditions organised by boys
separately to the Snowdon Group outings continued into the early/mid
60’s. Groups of six to ten cadets would prepare an itinerary and set off
from the ship on Friday afternoon, get themselves to the mountains where
they would walk and scramble around their chosen itinerary. Sometimes
the galley (Bedford) van was used to transport cadets and their kit to the
mountains. They would camp out for two nights and return to the ship on
Sunday evening. Expeditions were written up and handed over to the Duty
Officer for checking and filing. There were a few gash tents but cadets
often just took their bed-spring covers as make-shift hammocks, lashed
them up in the trees and slept under the stars. (Ed – these liners were made
from a heavy canvas material with numerous brass eyelets at each end –
perhaps they were the original hammocks from the ship….) “I remember
one weekend in 1967 a group of 4 of us camped on the hill way up above
the Aber Falls. The slope was so steep our hammocks were at ground level
at one end and about five feet up in the air at our feet! We were swinging

away in our hammocks, yarning away in the silence of the Welsh
mountains, fire burning quietly when the local forestry warden appeared
demanding to know who we were and what the hell we thought we were
doing with a fire on ‘his’ hillside. He was all set to turf us off but once he
realised we were Conway cadets - we were allowed to stay!” There was no
adult supervision, cadets were completely on their own. Probably
impossible in today’s health and safety mad world, yet in almost twenty
years no one ever was injured or needed rescuing.
Some cadets evolved the concept beyond that intended. “Two of us more
senior cadets used one such trip as a cover for a camping weekend with
our dancing class partners in a quiet corner of a public park by the strait
in Bangor. The rest of our party (younger cadets chosen with great care)
were despatched into the mountains as planned. The two of us changed out
of our mountaineering kit into smart civvies on the way into town. To the
surprise of the rest of the group, when we reached Bangor we left them to
their trek whilst we made for the park. We had a relaxing time with our
young ladies, lazing in the sun, wandering along the foreshore, gazing
across the strait and constructing our walking notes (based on an emotive
vision of conditions in the mountains - and quick cross checks with the rest
of our bemused group back in the ship on Sunday evening). On Saturday
afternoon, knowing no fear, I sauntered into Bangor with my young lady
on my arm without a care in the world. Unfortunately Mrs Lord had
decided to go shopping that day. Wandering up the High Street we came
face to face. I looked at her and nearly died, she looked at me - for a very,
very long time (perhaps it was just the bright lobster colour I had turned),
then at my partner, then back at me. I thought ‘that’s it, my promising
career as an senior cadet captain is about to crumble....’ Obviously being
a very busy lady (and perhaps a bit short sighted?) she said nothing and
walked on. Like a condemned man I made the best of the rest of the
weekend and scuttled back to the ship on Sunday evening expecting the
worst. Nothing happened. I awaited the deadly call from Lordy, Eric or
Brookie all day on Monday. Nothing happened. After several more days of
sweating nothing happened. What a nice lady.”
The format of the Haigh Trophy changed in 1967 to allow more cadets to
benefit from its challenging format each division could now enter two
teams with the B team following a slightly less physically demanding
course. The course that year was typical. Starting at Bont Newydd below
Aber Falls it was a semi circular route scaling Llwytmor 2,700 feet, Foel
Fras 3,092 feet and Drum 2,592 feet, a steep descent to Hafod y Gwyn

(near Roewen), a climb over the Tan y Fan ridge to Cefn Coch stone circle
and finally back to Llanfairfechan. Approximately 14 miles of mountain
walking and a total ascent of 4,240 feet. Directional clues involved things
like Spanish translation and mathematical calculations without which the
next destination could not be determined. Waypoint tests included two
mathematics challenges, navigation, science and first aid. Points were
awarded for time taken over the route, accuracy of map references,
problems solved and expedition logs. Mizzentop won.
By 1964 Snowdon Group numbers were falling because:
1. The Snowdon Group’s long standing Conway organiser, Headmaster
‘TEWB’ Browne retired. He was Assistant Commissioner for North
Wales Scouts Training, leader of the
UK contingent to the 1955 Jamboree
at Niagara on the Lake, Canada. He
was also a Sea Scout Commissioner
for a time.
2. Many non-Conway members of the
Snowdon Group also wanted to use
Hafod Bach severely limiting its
availability although cadets were
still using it in the summer of 1965.
3. Cadets began joining the newly
introduced Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award Scheme (DoEAS) which also
ran mountaineering weekends.
Groups if cadets were out almost
every weekend,
4. Captain Hewitt decided to allow any
party of cadets to organise their own
mountaineering trips.
In the summer of 1964 the last Snowdon
Group report appeared in The Cadet and
the DoEAS seemed to take its place
from then on. Although the Snowdon
Group definitely continued though the
Summer of 65 and work was undertaken
for the Snowdon Trophy competition it
was not awarded in 1965 because a

TEWB Browne
14th Oct 1960

patrol ”got into a wee bit of bother and it caused a bit if a row with Eric.
Basil Lord advised that Foretop would have won it if it had been awarded.
The last reference in The Cadet to scouting was for 24th June 1966 when
Conway was registered as a ‘Sponsored Scout Group in the Lone Groups
Section’. Roughton (64-67) and Suffian (64-67) both qualified as Queen
Scouts. According to Gwynedd Council Archives the overall Snowdon
Group seems to have closed in 1969.
Under the new regime of DoEAS and self organised parties, cadets
participated in regular 15 and 30 mile expeditions to familiar peaks like
Tryfan, the Glyders, Carneddau and Moel Siabod but now always staying
under canvas. The last recorded DoEAS report was in the September 1965
The Cadet and is reproduced below.

More Photos: Choose ‘Moutaineering’ on
http://www.hmsconway.org/photo%20themes.html

The Snowdon Trophy
The trophy was carved into a wooden panel, perhaps from the ship. It shows
Snowdon from Llyn Glaslyn off the Pyg Track, with two camp fires. It was
awarded every term from Easter 1947 to Summer 1964 to the top Patrol. The
plaques shown on the next two pages list the names of wining Patrols and
their leaders.

23rd March 2016
70th Anniversary Climb Of The Conway Crag

